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The Wangaratta 4WD Club has evolved from
a few members in 1983, to a membership of
over 40. The Club is made up of individuals
and families who are interested in responsible
Four Wheel Driving. There is no restriction on
the make or type of four wheel drive vehicle,
and there is always plenty of variety and
camaraderie amongst members.
Where we live: Members live all over the
North East and beyond, including from
Benalla, Beechworth, Glenrowan, Milawa,
Albury, Wodonga, Wangaratta, Goorambat,
Tatong and Melbourne.
Wangaratta Four Wheel Drive
Club is a member of the Victorian
Association of Four Wheel Drive
Clubs.

Jim Bramich
Craig Cheetham
Irene Ham

WEBSITE:
www.wangaratta4x4club.org.au

Affiliations: Members of our club are proud to
be part of the Adopt a Hut Program and work
with Parks Victoria to look after Top Crossing
and Lake Cobbler huts.
We are also affiliated with the South Coast
Four Wheel Drive Club based at Wollongong,
and the Four Wheel Drive Club of WA.
Current members of the respective clubs are
entitled to Reciprocal Membership.

.
Membership: Single or family $65 p.a.
General Meetings are held on the 2nd Tuesday of the month, generally at the North East Car Club
Rooms, Tarrawingee Recreation Reserve, commencing 8.00pm. There is no meeting in January.
Please refer to the club calendar.
Visitors are always most welcome.
Track Torque: Newsletter Contributions may be forwarded to …

Irene Ham:
Phone: 57641282
Mobile: 0409576412
email: niham@bigpond.com

Editorial Deadline - First of the month

Advertising: $65.00/yr. Please contact the editor for further details.
Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in the articles in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the editor or of Wangaratta
Four Wheel Drive Club Inc. The editor reserves the right to delete any section of any article, or reject any article, which has
been sent in for publication in the Newsletter.

Front Cover: Mt Blue Rag – Photo supplied by Peter Carlyon
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1 or 2 rabbits
1 cup of plain flour
3 beaten eggs
11/2 cups breadcrumbs
cooking time 30 min aprox
Cut rabbit into small pieces
Roll into the flour then into the beaten egg then into the breadcrumbs
Fry in oil about 2 fingers deep in the camp oven
Fry till golden brown drip dry on paper towel then serve
Can do the same with chicken but haven't found wild chicken

676

GENERAL MEETING
9th December 2008.
Meeting opened 8:30pm.
Present: Per book. Guest speaker: Hugh McLaren 4x4 Vic.
Apologies: Ron B, Stan, Murray & Judy.
Minutes of Prev Meeting: Moved Jenny, seconded Noel.
Correspondence In: 4x4 Vic receipt $202.50; Rosella publications- book advertising; cheques for
membership/sponsorship- Gawley plumbing, McClellan, Benalla engine reco, ARB, Bickerdike engin.
sponsor & member, Suffield; Newsletters: 4x4 WA, Cross country jeep club, GV club, Nissan news,
Alb-Wod 4x4; various junk mail.
Correspondence Out: Nil.
Treasurers report: Verbal report by Rob. Moved Irene, seconded Noel
General business:
-Raffle tonight, rear tyre rubbish bag from new sponsor and other various items.
-Craig- application for membership Julian Cook, Benalla.
-Graham- Very well attended/run xmas party. Thankyou to all involved, especially Stan & Bethne.
-Leftover craft stuff from Christmas kids activities donated to children’s ward at NHW.
-Hard copies of newsletter- let Irene know if you want one.
Trip Reports:
-Robbo- Top crossing: Enjoyable w/e. Saw a few huts, few mechanical problems!
-Craig- Woods Point (work): Saw a few mines.
Trip Calendar:
-See newsletter.
Sargent of Arms:
-Robbo: new bull bar
-Graham: accusing Robbo of going wrong way.
-Kerryn: heading home 3 times prior to getting to xmas party.
-Jim: Not checking what Kerryn packed.
-Robbo: Clutch
-slipping off track
-Alan: trying to lock Kerryn in his van
-Noel: changing tyres x2 and problems with steering after Top Crossing
-Bruce: stopping for photo and losing convoy
Robbo: not marking the corner
-turning radio off
-Irene: Abuse of radio use

The evening was handed over to Hugh for a talk about track classifications.
Driven by the government in conjunction with DSE & Parks.
Rated on the most difficult section of the track
Once rated, needs to be maintained as that level
Classified when dry. Can be upped if goes harder +++
People need to be responsible for their own actions

Will have track notes re change in weather affecting track
Assessed by 4x4 clubs then assessed by DSE
DSE cannot close tracks without consultation.
Fee increase 2009-2010 still needs to be approved. Haven’t increased for 8 yrs. There is an increase in
costs.
Raffle winners, drawn by Hugh:
-Jim: rubbish bag
-Barry: snatch strap
-Robbo: 105mm shell case
-Alan: Shell case and tokens to Benalla car wash
-Dave S: gift from John & Jenny (George Foreman grill)
-Dave J: Stubby holders.

Meeting Closed 10:10pm.

Quantity 4 steel rims to suit six stud pattern. Size 16” X 7”

• Contact Stan
0428 62 7773

WANTED
• UHF Radio – any brand
• Roof Rack – must be Heavy Duty
Contact Stan
For Sale items are accepted for the newsletter at no cost to members.
Please contact the editor if you wish to continue the advertisement.

0428 62 7773

Graham
Bob
Maddy
Serena
Anne
Helen
Rachel
Mitchell

Anne
Kristen
Noel
June
Samantha

Abotomey
Aulsebrook
Cheetham
Cheetham
James
Tiffin
VanBerlo
VanBerlo

Beurs
Cheetham
Ham
McEachern
VanBerlo

5th
12th
8th
17th
22nd
28th
26th
4th

15th
14th
25th
21st
15th

♥ Best wishes to anyone who has been feeling off colour recently
♥Stan and Bethne are proud grandparents again. Their granddaughter Brianna was born on
the 27th November
Please let the Editor know if you wish to include a birthday, special event, or get well wish in the newsletter.

Thankyou to all who email me photos, trip reports, and snippets for the newsletter.
I am always keen to get these, no matter how small.
You may have noticed the Weekday trip on the Calendar. Thanks to David Blore for putting this
together – there have been several members keen to do weekday trips for some time, and its great to
have one on the go. Not only this, Terry Dillon is also planning some trips for those who like to go out
during the week.
As Ron mentioned, the trips are for the members, so if you would like a trip somewhere, but would like
assistance to lead it, or would prefer someone else to lead it just give a member of the committee a call
and we’ll see what we can do to get it happening!
There have been a few members missing out on newsletters lately. I’m very sorry for the
inconvenience this has caused. I try my best to keep up with the ever changing details, but if I miss
you please give me a call or send an email to remind me. Thanks, Irene

Canvas Creations of all types
Retail saddlery
Full repair service
2/165 Mount Buller Rd. Mansfield Vic 3722

We would love to see
some of our sponsors on
our trips. Please
checkout the trips on the
calendar and see if any
might suit you. All you
need to do is to give the
contact person a call.

14 Rowan Street
Wangaratta VIC 3677
P: (03)5722 4622
F: (03)5722 4633
30% Off All Macpac Products
Hurry While Stock Lasts

Check Out These 4WD Club Specials!
Coleman Hot Water On Demand Package
(with Carry bag and Spray Adaptor)
RRP: $349 NOW: $320
VMS Multifunction Navigation & Car PC System
$2700 (not including installation)

Visit Our Website & Shop Online!
www.adventurecampingandfishing.com.au
sales@adventurecampingandfishing.com.au

DISCOUNT FOR CLUB MEMBERS

02 6021 2477
pleasmith@arb.com.au
See Peter, Nathan, Damian or Mick
476 Hume Street Albury (Next to Hungry Jack’s)

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE VICTORIA
Driving In A Sustainable Environment'
www.fwdvictoria.org.au
The following reports have been taken from E-news and the FWD Victoria website. If you would like
to receive a free copy of E-news, email the Fwd Vic office and ask to be placed on the email list.
E-mail: office@fwdvictoria.org.au
FIRES IN MIRBOO AREA - RURAL RESPONSE GROUP (2/02/2009)
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Top Crossing Hut
29th-30 November
Saturday Morning met at Cheshunt store
myself in a Patrol, Ron Mahindra, Rob & wife
Triton, Craig & wife Jeep, Brook & wife/kids
Prado, Scott & kids Cruiser, Graham Cruiser,
Noel Patrol,
Left at 9.30 half an hour late due to Brook
unable to tell time, fine to his father whose
excuse was he will be here in ten minutes, in
ten minutes, in ten minutes. Travelled up the
Long Spur track, initial creek crossing no
problems to anyone, top of long spur track
there was a chance for Graham to show his
expertise with the chain saw as a large tree had
fallen since the week before. After smoko on
the junction of Long spur track and Stockmans
track where Brook chained his trailer to a tree,
we carried on across the Burnt top track and on
into Pineapple flat for lunch. After lunch we
made our way up King basin road to Weston
track going through some large bog holes then
on to a slippery Circuit road then No3 road and
after a few moans from Graham (fined for
contradicting his leader). We went down Mine
creek road, then up Weston to the summit in
the driving rain. Very rocky ascent, loads of
water coming down the track. A drive along
No3 road again then a short stop at Tomahawk
hut then a descent on Buckland spur, where
Craig departed the convoy. Everyone bar
myself and Brook made their way to the Top
Crossing hut, I led Brook up the Sandy flat
track to retrieve his trailer. A very pleasant
evening before retiring to bed, one or two
anecdote’s noted around the campfire, it
appears the reason Ron is a bit slow driving, is
that he is having trouble with his eyesight
amongst other things, “that probably explains
why he bought a Mahindra” (he thought he was
in the Toyota dealer at the time). Next Morning
Noel went off early to lead another cruiser in
and I left with Graham to meet Noel at the
Buckland spur. Fines for Ron, Rob, Scott and
Brook (paid for by his father), for failing to
attend the second days drive without a
reasonable excuse.
Driving up Buckland Spur then down Evans
creek a red oil lamp appeared on a vehicles
dash board, no problems though still plenty of
oil pressure on gauge. Visited the Evans creek

hut and cleared away someone’s trash before
driving up Cambertong road/spur, no problems
here, it’s a good track, a bit steep in places
and absolutely no where to go if you met some
one coming the other way. Back on to the No3
road to visit some hut that burned down years
ago for lunch then back to the top of Weston’s
track and on down to the bog holes passing a
few Range Rovers on the way. One of the
Nissans developed a slight fault near by to
Pineapple flat on the King basin road which led
to the abrupt end to the days activities and after
some debate an interesting drive to Cheshunt
over Burnt top track where the trip leader had a
coffee and waited for divine intervention which
came in the form of a low loader from “Solimos”
in Wangaratta.
It just shows the benefits of travelling within a
club as there are always options available to
people if unforseen problems occur along the
track.
My first outing as Trip Leader, I learnt loads
under the watchful eye of the tail end Charlie in
this case Noel, thanks mate.

Across the Simpson
with a Trailer
(“Take it easy – they all roll over”)

electric brakes which tend to rattle to pieces
in the wheels. The wheels and tyres were
matched to my old 60 series LandCruiser
(10R15 Bridgestone Desert Duelers).
I was confident that the trailer would survive
the crossing.
The vehicle
The towing vehicle was a 200 series
LandCruiser. With its 4.5 litre V8 twin turbo
diesel motor, automatic gearbox, and all of
the bells and whistles that are supposed to
stop the wheels from spinning I decided it
had better do the job or I’d be talking to Mr
Toyota. But just in case, I talked to others
who had made the Simpson crossing with a
trailer, and I sought the advice of members
of our 4WD club. Everyone said that the
vehicle would do it easily.

Why tow a trailer across the Simpson
Desert? For me, the reason was that I had
a good off-road trailer and I planned to be
away from home for at least five weeks –
only four nights of which would be spent in
the Simpson Desert. I wasn’t too keen to
spend the other thirty odd nights on an airbed if I could help it. Furthermore the trailer
has a 60 litre water tank, a carrier for three
jerry cans, and the capacity to carry a lot of
gear such as gas bottles which I didn’t want
in or on the vehicle.
But before I finally decided to take the
trailer I needed to consider three important
questions. One, would the trailer survive
the crossing? Two, would my vehicle be
able to get the trailer over the sand dunes?
And three, what support would I have if I
got into difficulties?
The trailer
My trailer is described as a Group 2 Track
Trailer Camper. I purchased it new in 1992
and since then have towed it over some of
the roughest tracks in Australia including
the Gunbarrel Highway, most of the top
end, the Tanami, and many tracks in
between. It is a very light, well sprung
trailer. I call it my bed on wheels – but it’s
really a tent on wheels – no frills, no solid
floor, just a big six inch foam mattress. The
trailer has independent suspension, coil
springs, and adjustable Koni shocks. The
only trouble I have had with it is with the

Support
My travelling companions (who didn’t tow
trailers) were two couples from Gippsland
who were very experienced 4WDers. One
had already done three Simpson crossings.
Their vehicles were powered by 6.5 litre
GM diesels and they each had a winch.
One vehicle was a late 60 series
LandCruiser (our leader) and the other a
Troop Carrier. We had a mini Toyota
convoy.
We had plenty of spare wheels, tubes,
multiple snatch straps and a good collection
of other recovery and repair equipment.
Our Achilles heel was the 200 series
wheels. All of our other wheels were
interchangeable between vehicles and the
trailer. But the mongrel size of my wheels
was a potential problem. Apart from that,
we thought we had prepared ourselves as
well as we could for the crossing.
The chosen route
Our leader, Laurie, (every convoy needs a
leader – official or unofficial) decided that
we would travel East to West across the
French Line. He had already crossed three
times and chose that particular route
because he wanted a challenge. We met in
Burra and headed for Birdsville, camping in
the Flinders Ranges and at Mirra Mitta Bore
along the way.

The plan was to leave Birdsville a week
before the annual races to avoid the crowds
(camp ground fees doubled from $22 to
$44 a night on the day we left Birdsville). In
preparation for the races most roads in the
district, including the Birdsville Track, had
been graded. That was fine from Marree to
the Mirra Mitta Bore. It was easy to
maintain speeds between 80 and 90 kph
along this section. But north of the bore,
long stretches of track had been ‘repaired’
by shifting rocks from the Great Stony
Desert onto the road and levelling them
with a grader. Unfortunately for us
(probably one of the first to travel on the
repaired sections) the grader had split the
rocks leaving many jagged edges exposed.
I shredded one tyre and the Troop Carrier
did two tyres and a tube. What fun the pair
of us had stripping wheels in the afternoon
sun in the desert. Laurie, who had
matching wheels, was in a bit of a hurry.
He had gone on ahead and was out of
radio contact when the fun started. Plan A
was to use the trailer spare wheel on the
Troop Carrier, but the Troopie’s wheel nuts
were not long enough for the trailer mags
and the road was too rough to risk
cannibalising nuts from the trailer wheels.
So out came the bead-breaker and tyre
levers.
Fortunately, the Birdsville garage was able
to replace my tyre, but couldn’t help with a
32” BFGoodrich for the Troopie.
Then it rained.
Nine mils of rain fell on the night before we
were due to head in the direction of Big
Red. The Birdsville pub was busy that
night and we were bombarded with
pessimism about the prospects of getting
the trailer across from East to West along
the French Line. We listened. Laurie and I
remained confident but our Troopie
companions started to get cold feet.
Next morning we sought advice from the
local police and from the mechanic at the
garage. The police said that the trailer
would not be a problem but the rain could
make the clay pan crossings difficult. More
rain was forecast in two days’ time. The
mechanic was a man of few words. He just

said “take it easy – they all roll over” and he
pointed to the line-up of wrecks out the
front, which included a very bent 100 series
cruiser.

The crossing
So we set out that morning, two of us
without any reservations but with a couple
of Nervous Nellys in the Troopie. We
decided to play it by ear. We had no time
constraints and plenty of food, fuel and
water – and a Sat phone. If the going got
tough we were prepared to sit it out and
wait for conditions to improve.
I approached the first sand dune with some
trepidation but followed Laurie over the top
with no effort at all. I asked him if it was a
big dune or a small one. “That was the
chicken run” he said. We had been over
the south end of Big Red. It was then on to
the base of Big Red proper where a couple
of other vehicles were attempting to go over
from the west side – with long run-ups,
much screaming of motors, and no
success. The sand was still wet from the
previous night’s rain and the going quite
heavy. Laurie tried his luck with his 6.5 litre
GM and couldn’t make it on his first two
attempts so I decided to have a go minus
the trailer and got over with ease. The rev
counter barely got above 2000 rpm as the
auto gearbox did its work. I didn’t try with
the trailer.
As we travelled west that day we
encountered no oncoming traffic. The rain
had been much heavier at the Dalhousie
end of the track and had stopped most
traffic from that end. But conditions got
better for us as a strong wind dried the

sand during the day. The trailer was no
trouble at all and the snatch strap didn’t
come out until day three. Fine, hot days
(the forecast rain didn’t eventuate) and a
strong wind combined to make conditions
tricky at the top of some dunes. If you
stopped you sank in the fine loose sand –
and sometimes it was necessary to stop at
the top to find the track on the other side of
a dune.
At the top of one dune we managed to
break my ‘old faithful’ snatch strap at both
ends at once. Then with the new strap
(which I should have been using anyhow)
we bogged a vehicle at each end with the
strap pulled tight between us. Then it was
out with the long-handled shovels. The
whole exercise took no more than twenty
minutes – which prompts a bit of advice for
what it is worth.

of all sorts of vehicles and trailers heading
east to the Birdsville races. Many seemed
to be poorly prepared. One group thought
they would make it in a day! We wished
them luck. At Mount Dare a couple of
trailers recovered from the desert proved
that they don’t all make it.
Next time I cross the Simpson, if I tow a
trailer, I will fit a different coupling to the
trailer. With hindsight, my standard
coupling was obviously a weak point
although it held together. Tell-tale scrapes
on the tow bar indicate that at the top of
some steep dunes, and on some of the
moguls, the coupling hit the tow bar as it
exceeded the limit of its flexibility. Maybe I
was lucky.

If you don’t quite make it to the top of a
sand dune and you already have another
convoy vehicle at the top, don’t bother to
back down and try again – that’s when rollovers occur, either on the way back down
or because of excessive speed on your
second or third attempt. Just get the
snatch strap out and you’ll find that it
usually takes very little effort to get up and
over. And that applies whether or not you
are towing a trailer.
Being able to back a trailer properly is
essential for anyone who tows a trailer
anywhere (and especially in the Simpson)
but is no help when the trailer slips
sideways and out of line near the top of a
dune. Once again, the easiest – and
sometimes the only – way to recover is to
get snatched from the top.
We completed the crossing from Birdsville
to Dalhousie in the standard four days.
None of the track was particularly difficult
but conditions changed from wet and heavy
on day one to very dry and soft on days
three and four. The track is very rough, not
naturally but from the effects of traffic. At
times corrugations turn into moguls, both of
which are punishing on trailers. I would not
attempt to tow a standard trailer across, but
I have no doubt there will be some who
have. At Dalhousie there was a collection

A ban on trailers?
It has been suggested that trailers be
banned from the Simpson. I would not
agree with that. My limited experience is
that if conditions are favourable the
crossing can be easily managed with the
right vehicle (preferably an automatic) a
good off-road trailer, and the support of at
least one other well prepared vehicle.
While I did see several trailers that failed, I
also saw a line up of wrecks (non of which
towed trailers) and a hair raising photo
gallery at the Birdsville garage. The bottom
line being that you need to prepare well,
and as the mechanic said – take it easy,
they all roll over.

Report by Bruce Gooday

Christmas at Wilson’s Bend

Christmas at Wilson’s Bend

34 adults and 31 kids!

Thanks to Stan and Bethne
for organizing such a wonderful
event and choosing such a such a
great site.

GPS Training:

Thank you to Craig and Kristin for
providing such a fantastic venue for the 17
keen participants of our GPS training day with
Robert Pepper.
An historic event occurred on that day as Noel
and myself arrived early! This may have
something to do with the fact that we messed
up the start time. Now was it 9am or 10am?
No matter, we were all down to business
sooner, or later, and learnt quite a deal about
GPS usage, options of units, vehicle setup,
OziExplorer, ETA, NMEA, and GIGO!

And… to all who helped out with
• Food
• Tarps
• Games
• presents
• Tables
• Fridges
• Fun, and more fun
Once we had our heads full of knowledge we
left to contemplate our strategies for the
following days Navex. (and let our headaches
subside!)

Some went straight to White Gum Gully to gain
an advantage the next morning !?
Whilst some participants ( David S) anxiously
waited for instruction to be handed out others
enjoyed a leisurely breakfast and packup.
Finally all had arrived and the days events were
about to begin. The lunch spot was
ascertained ( so that hopefully all would arrive),
coordinates were logged and plotted and all
were off, well almost all….

Australia Day……
Buckland Valley

Whilst mother duck and the sheep dog
gathered and rounded up participants
throughout the day, the hares ( Craig, Kristen,
Dave, Kristin and Charlene and Gerry) quickly
rushed to the lead, and the turtles thought
about starting the race…
The planned route comprised a quite scenic
drive, firstly beside the pine plantations and
then into the hardwood area with a good variety
of tracks and terrain for the participants to
enjoy.
Everyone met at the lunch area at James
Reserve on, or around lunch time, where a well
deserved break was enjoyed by all.
Scores were tallied with Robert and Noel
available to answer questions and explain
some of the technicalities of the event.
The final results saw the Cheethams the
ultimate winners of a personal fan ( to keep the
navigator cool!) and the Suffields in a close
second scored a pen for logging all the data.
In the afternoon, those who were not too
exhausted enjoyed a leisurely drive (mostly) to
Crystal mines, Golden Mount Lookout and
across to Tallangalook.
At this time we bade goodbye to Robert, Muriel
and the girls and headed back to James
Reserve and home from there.
Some of us indulged ourselves with an icecream at Swanpool, to finish the day off in the
traditional manner.
Congratulations to everyone who participated –
Australia would never have been discovered
without the type of adventurous spirit displayed
by all on the day!

It was forecast to be a hot weekend so the
Buckland & surrounding High Country was
certainly the place to be to escape the heat.
Nine cars including new member Lynn &
several visitors came & went throughout the
weekend but it was Robbo that made the
biggest entrance pulling in at 11.30 at night
nearly driving over the trip leader in his swag!
First trip was a half day loop along
Scotchman’s Creek track then up to the lookout
on Buffalo Range. Strong wind during the
previous week meant regular stops to clear the
track particularly around the burnt out area of
Twins Creek. With 4 o’clock looming we looked
for an optional hard loop, half heading back to
relax in camp & put their roast on, the rest
continuing up Dingo Creek track with more tree
clearing around the Great Divide.

The return trip had another optional hard
section directly back to camp via Mt Sugarloaf.
Again great views with a fair bit of low range
driving arriving back at camp in time for a swim
& drinks down by the creek.
Australia Day saw quite a few flags flying but
the happy campers were a bit slow rising after
a night of socializing around the camp fire. The
final drive was shortened to a loop taking in a
section of the Jeep track then the little used
Selwyn Creek road. The climb up the back of
Mt Sarah was a touch over grown to start but
opened up to a nice track. Back across Tee

We had a couple more early starters arrive for
Sundays big drive up to Blue Rag Range. While
heading up Mt Murray track we again struck
several trees down, this time much bigger but
with 3 saws & team of many we were soon on
our way. Approaching the top over the radio
came the call, “Terry you’ve lost your spare
tyre” which unbeknown had fallen off his roof
rack. Stan back at tail end had soon picked up
the bits but had to make another stop to help
Simon who destroyed a tyre on the sharp
rocks.
We continued on around Twins Jeep track to St
Bernard then down the Dargo road in all the
dust for lunch among the alpine flowers
overlooking Blue Rag. With a few nerves in the
group we headed up to the Helipad lookout, all
the novices taking good lines up the steep
narrow rocky sections without incident.

Tree range we detoured for final views up on
Mt Selwyn then down to camp.
Thanks to everyone for a great weekend, for
assisting in the frequent tree clearing & helping
out the newbie’s who no doubt were challenged
on a few occasions but did a great job.
Cheers Craig……………

Fines.
Robbo. Bending bash plate off after a fast river
xing.
Nearly driving over the trip leader in
his swag when arriving at 11.30.
Upsetting the neighbors.
Simon. Flat tyre.
Terry. Spare tyre falling off.
Solenoid failing.
Craig. Blowing fuse in driving lights.

Dogs v Cats

and smell the food. I overheard that my
confinement was due to the power of
'allergies’.
I must learn what this means and how to
use it to my advantage.

Excerpts from a Dog's Diary
8:00 am - Dog food! My favourite thing! 9:30 am
- A car ride! My favourite thing!
9:40 am - A walk in the park! My favourite thing!
10:30 am - Got rubbed and petted! My favourite
thing!
Noon - Lunch! My favourite thing!
1:00 pm - Played in the yard! My favourite
thing!
3:00 pm - Wagged my tail! My favourite thing!
5:00 pm - Milk bones! My favourite thing!
6:00 pm - Oooh, Bath. Bummer.
7:00 pm - Got to play ball! My favourite thing!
8:00 pm - Wow! Watched TV with the people!
My favourite thing!
11:00 pm - Sleeping on the bed! My favourite
thing!

Today I was almost successful in an
attempt to assassinate one of my
tormentors by weaving around his feet as
he was walking. I must try this again
tomorrow - but at the top of the stairs. I am
convinced that the other prisoners here are
flunkies and snitches. The dog receives
special privileges. He is regularly released
- and seems to be more than willing to
return. He is obviously a half-wit.
The bird has got to be an informant. I
observe him communicating with the
guards regularly. I am certain that he
reports my every move. My captors have
arranged protective custody for him in an
elevated cell, so he is safe. For now . . .

Excerpts from a Cat's Diary
Day 983 of my captivity.
My captors continue to taunt me with bizarre
little dangling objects. They dine lavishly on
fresh meat, while the other inmates and I are
fed some sort of dry nuggets. Although I make
my contempt for the rations perfectly clear, I
nevertheless must eat something in order to
keep up my strength. The only thing that keeps
me going is my dream of escape. In an attempt
to disgust them, I once again vomit on the
carpet. Today I decapitated a mouse and

dropped its headless body at their feet. I
had hoped this would strike fear into their
hearts, since it clearly demonstrates what I
am capable of. However, they merely
made condescending comments about
what a 'good little hunter' I am.
There was some sort of assembly of their
accomplices tonight. I was placed in
solitary confinement for the duration of the
event. However, I could hear the noises

Contributed by Stan

Q. How do you tell an extroverted nerd
from an introverted nerd?
A. The extroverted nerd looks at your
feet.
Contributed by Anne

BLACK RANGE DAY TRIP
Sunday 22nd February

Medium

Trip Leaders: Graham & Sue Abotomey
Depart: OXLEY HALL
Standard: Medium
Tyres: All Terrain or better
Recovery Gear: Standard
Fuel: ½ tank will be plenty
BBQ Lunch
Bookings: 0427 273 427 or 03 5727 3427

Day Trip to Mt Terrible-Knockwood
Thursday 26th February
Easy -Medium
Trip Leader: David Blore
Meeting Time/Place:
8AM at Benalla Golf Club car park (Mansfield Road, 5km from Post Office)
Trip Standard: Easy - Medium subject to weather (but there will be some steep rocky
sections) – All-Terrain tyres preferred.
Fuel: Sufficient for 200km of off-roading (available at Jamieson if you get low!)
Recovery Equipment: Normal equipment + chainsaw (if available)
Proposed Itinerary:I’m planning to visit Mt Terrible via Polettis Track and the Mt Terrible
Track, thence to Enoch’s Point via Newmans Track or Donald Track, then back to Knockwood
on the Woods Point Road via Moonlight Track. After Knockwood I plan to explore Holylands
Track to Snake Edwards Divide, returning again to the Woods Point Road near
Kevington/Jamieson.
If time is against us for any reason we can delete sections. Also, if we are a bit late we may
decide to stop off at Mansfield for a counter tea on the way home, dependent on what the
group wants to do.
I was last in this locality just prior to the 2006 fires, and I’m interested to see what happened
and how regeneration is progressing. Its also an area with extensive goldmining history and
some relics might be more accessible/visible as a result of the fires (subject to the regrowth)
For those who want to practice their GPS usage I’ve developed a route file using the Rooftop
map for the area which I’ll make available for anyone interested.
Bookings and Contact Details:
David Blore on 0407 885 410 or home 5762 1144 AH.
Kay Blore (Emergency Contact) on above home number.

Wyperfield National Park
Labour Day Weekend
7th – 9th March
Trip leader: Ron Beurs ph: 57224974
Meet:

Easy - Medium
Campers/Vans
Welcome

Mob: 0417339151

Kmart Wangaratta depart 7:30am
Safeway Benalla
8:00am

Standard tyres are ok for sand -just have to let the tyres down
Recovery gear D bolts, snatch strap, air compressor or pump, digging tool
Fuel 3 tanks will do some will do with less fuel can be purchased on the way
No camp fires permitted at this time - may be changed on the day
Camping fee for park $ 10: 00 per night - no free camping at this point of time but still looking

Wyperfeld National Park is the third largest national park in Victoria (south-eastern
Australia). Declared in 1921 and expanded significantly since, it protects more than 3,500 km²
of mallee, woodland, and heathland in Victoria's north-west, about 450 km northwest of
Melbourne.
Like most of north-western Victoria, Wyperfeld was a shallow sea from about 25 million years
ago until fairly recent times. The current landforms took shape as the sea gradually retreated,
leaving a vast expanse of sandy sediment which, as it dried, was formed into sand dunes
during the period 40,000 to 15,000 years ago.
In good years, the Wimmera River fills Lake Hindmarsh to the south of the park, which
overflows along Outlet Creek, which then fills Lake Albacutya to the immediate south of the
park, and (given sufficient rain) flows further north into Wyperfeld itself, forming a series of
smaller lakes which support rich floral and faunal communities based around black box and
river red gum.

"Snowdrift" sandhill on otherwise flat land in Wyperfeld
National Park, 2001
Before European settlement, the network of ephemeral
lakes filled and emptied, on average, about every 20 years,
typically remaining dry for about half that period at a time.
More recently, agricultural irrigation and drainage projects in
the surrounding areas have cut off a significant part of
Wyperfeld's water supply, and the lakes have not been completely filled since 1975, and had
drained again just two years later.
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wyperfeld_National_Park

IN “BURKE & WILLS” FOOTSTEPS
Saturday 14th March – Saturday 21st March
A leisurely trip to MOOTWINGEE National Park, spend two days here, 100 kms North of
Broken Hill via Menindee, both places visited by Burke & Wills, recommended reading “The
Dig Tree” by Sarah Murgatroyd.
Expect the weather to be hot and nights clear and cool
FUEL
Readily available
TYRES
Roadworthy
WATER
Bring what you need
CAMPER TRAILERS? YES – I am bringing mine
LIMIT
No minimum
Leader: Rob Buchan (T) 5725-1990

(e-mail) buchan.eldorado@gmail.com

FAMILY WEEKEND
Edi Cutting
21st to 22nd March

Easy
Campers/Vans
Welcome

Camp at Edi Cutting with a night drive to Top Crossing Hut if you wish on Saturday night .
This is so we can all get together once again - kids can play in the river, new and old
members can get to know one another .
This was suggested at the xmas club camp I will have a go at doing 2 trips like this. It is not a
full on 4x4 trip as there are more members that only wish to camp @ get together we may
even go to a local winery on Saturday aftenoon ?
Trip leader; Ron Beurs

ph. 03 57 224 974 mobile 0417 339 151

Make your own way to Edi cutting
1/2 tank of fuel should be more than needed
B.Y.O

Food camp gear etc

CLUB CALENDAR
Date
Tuesday 10th
22nd
February

Thursday
26th

7th – 9th
Labour Day
W/end
Tues 10th
21st -22nd

Easter
Fri 10th –
Tues 14th

What

Ratings/Comments

General Meeting
Black Range

Medium
BBQ lunch

Mt Terrible-Knockwood Easy- Medium

Wyperfield National
Park

Easy/Medium

General Meeting
Family Weekend at Edi Easy
Campers/vans
Cutting
welcome
TBA

Trip Leader/Contact
Tarrawingee Reserve
8pm
Sue and Graham
Abotomey
0427 273 427 or
03 5727 3427
David Blore
0407 885 410
or home 5762 1144
Ron Beurs
Ph 57 224 974
Mob. 0417 339 151
Ron Beurs
Ph 57 224 974
Mob. 0417 339 151
TBA

Future trips/meetings planned:
More Midweek drives – probably Thursdays
EASTER 2009: Ideas – Bathurst or Portland/ Robe/Talbotville/ Swifts Creek
WE NEED A TRIP LEADER!!
Progressive Dinner TBA
August 23rd: 4 week Pitlands Trip Limited numbers. Fully prepared vehicles only
Contact Noel ASAP if you are interested.
Possible 4WD Host Camp Program long weekends in 2009
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